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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

SCOTLAND’S CONSTRUCTION SECTOR INQUIRY  

SUBMISSION FROM: Robertson Group – Supplementary 
 
[In response to questions relating to the relationship between Construction Scotland 
and the Innovation Centre (CSIC)] 
 
“We are not in a position to know exactly what Construction Scotland had in mind 
when they submitted their response. One of the challenges Construction Scotland 
have is representing the views of a very diverse range of construction business 
stakeholders both large and small. As we have highlighted in our response we have 
had positive engagement with CSIC to date in areas relating to timber 
manufacturing, facilities maintenance and construction. They also play a useful role 
through seminars and events in disseminating best practice from elsewhere in the 
sector in the UK or from other sectors to construction and in supporting bids for 
Scottish and UK research funding.  
 
However, we would like to see other large construction companies and the wider 
construction supply chain more engaged with the CSIC although we aren’t clear why 
they haven’t done to date. CSIC need to do more ensure companies right across 
Scotland, not just those in the central belt, are aware of and engaged in its activities. 
Moreover, in this next phase of funding we would like to see CSIC fund more 
projects that bring consortia of organisations together, including larger contractors 
and their supply chains, to address the industry-wide challenges. These include, for 
example, accelerating the take-up of BIM right across the supply chain, identifying 
new commercial models to finance construction projects and encouraging more 
standardised design solutions in key sectors. 
 
The work done to bring the timber offsite sector together could to be replicated for 
other parts of the construction industry, although it does take time to bring people 
together in what is a very competitive industry. The Industrial Challenge focus areas, 
reflected in the CSIC’s phase 2 funding themes, provide an opportunity to bring the 
industry together around industry-wide challenges. Other routes not within CSIC’s 
remit such as procurement and long-term partnerships also have a role to play to 
stimulate innovation. CSIC is only one part of a solution which needs to be right 
across the construction value chain from customers to contractors and their 
suppliers.” 
 

 

 

 

 


